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US Futures-World Markets: The S&P rally from yesterday looks to continue with futures higher this morning.
Congress finally approved $892 billion relief package, but the pork included makes it feel dirty. Seems like a
prelude as we await the January 5th runoff elections in Georgia. BioNTech said it is confident its vaccine will
work against this new strain. That is why we quickly rallied off the lows yesterday. Speaking of vaccines, the
propaganda machine rolls on as politicians make sure the camera is filming while getting the shot. Peloton is
+ 8% pre-market on news they will acquire Precor, a manufacturing and production company. Telsey raised
their price target to $180 from $145. PTON was already +408% YTD. I know negative news sells, but I can’t
take the talking heads complaining the vaccine isn’t ‘widely available’ yet. It’s a miracle ANY vaccine is
available right now. These will be the same dolts asking what we’re going to do with unused vaccines come
May and June. I wonder what they suggest we do with all the excess ventilators produced earlier this year?
S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +8.00, 10-Yr Yield: 0.93%.
CORE Headlines:
 BioNTech is testing the effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccine it developed with Pfizer against a highly
infectious new strain of the coronavirus as it prepares to send 12.5 million doses to EU countries by
the end of year.-Reuters
 Apple is moving forward with self-driving car technology and is targeting 2024 to produce a
passenger vehicle that could include its own breakthrough battery technology.-Reuters
 The Russian who allegedly breached US government agencies also gained access to major technology
and accounting companies, at least one hospital, and a university, according to a WSJ analysis of
internet data, all tied to network monitoring software from SolarWinds.-WSJ
 A draft lawsuit filed by 10 states against Google claims FB and the search giant agreed to “cooperate
and assist one another” should they ever find themselves the targets of an investigation into their
deal to work together in online advertising.-WSJ
 Texas and eight other Republican-led states will ask a federal court to rule the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program unlawful, posing a fresh threat to the Obama-era program offering
deportation protections to young immigrants.-WSJ
 “Some of America’s largest businesses say they will encourage—but not mandate—employees to get
Covid-19 vaccines, using a mix of incentives and consequences to ensure as many workers as possible
are inoculated.”-WSJ
 MSFT: Shares rose after Citi analyst Walter Pritchard upgraded the stock to buy from neutral and
upped his price target to 272 from 229, while Morgan Stanley analyst Keith Weiss reiterated his
overweight rating and raised his price target to 260 from 249.-IBD
 Britain was essentially cut off from the rest of Europe on Monday, after about 40 countries banned
flights and trains, leaving freight deliveries halted at French ports, in an attempt to stop a fastspreading variant of the coronavirus from leaping across the English Channel.-NYT
 New Jersey’s legislature approved a new tax $14B tax incentives bill to encourage businesses to stay
in, or move to, the state—it provides extra protections against fraud and will be a vital component of
Jersey’s ability to recover from the pandemic.-NYT (seems like a smart move as they watch what goes
on in NY state)
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Snoop Dogg’s Casa Verde Capital closed a $100M fund as the cannabis industry bounces back.TechCrunch
US attorney general William Barr said there was no basis for the seizure of voting machines or the
appointment of a special counsel to investigate voter fraud, another rejection of Trump’s attempts to
overturn the presidential election results.-FT
Global banks are hiring more staff in Singapore and stepping back from Hong Kong amid growing
concerns about China’s new national security law there—recruiters say the firms hope to reduce staff
in Hong Kong at levels that won’t anger Beijing.-FT (Big bank CEO’s lecture us on ESG issues, but are
afraid of pissing off President Xi. Like Nicky Santoro said in Casino, “it’s always about the dollars”
https://bit.ly/3hbdlCM

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Fast Company: A look at new, quick-build factories making Moderna vaccine http://bit.ly/2KKBST4
(Supreme innovation)
 538: Big Five personality quiz. Compare results with others. http://53eig.ht/3axE4rS
 CNBC: Crypto firm Ripple sued by SEC. XRP down 7% http://cnb.cx/2JhHgwM
 CNBC: What you need to know about new stimulus checks http://cnb.cx/2Wz9Cpg
 SMOSA: US Army robots with synthetic muscle http://bit.ly/3mGFjr9 (Thx Dean. Crazy stuff with
ethical issues to consider as we move down this road.)
Charts from The Daily Shot:

Congress finally passed the $900 billion stimulus bill.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Below are the key components of the package …

• A one-time $600 payment to most Americans
• Extension of the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance and Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation
programs

• Extension of the $300 per week in additional unemployment benefits through mid-March
• $284 billion for the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and additional small business funding worth $35 billion
• Extension of the federal eviction moratorium through the end of January plus $25 billion for a rental assistance fund
• Up to $68 billion for vaccine distribution, vaccine administration (making it free), and COVID testing/contact tracing
• A $13 billion increase to SNAP (foods stamps, food banks, etc.)
• $10 billion for childcare assistance
• $10 billion for the USPS
• $45 billion for transportation: highways, airlines, transit systems
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• $7 billion for broadband internet for students
• $82 billion for schools (K-12 and colleges)
• $13 billion for agriculture
… and some additional “features.”

• Termination of unused Fed lending programs
• An attempt to end “surprise medical billing”
• Temporary tax cuts on beer, wine, and liquor
• And finally, the cost of meals becomes a deductible business expense.
Here is a rough breakdown of the planned expenditures.

The previous relief bill lifted incomes. The $900 billion injection won’t have quite the same impact, but it will keep
household incomes elevated for a few months longer. Given that household savings are already high, additional cash
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could unleash more spending in the spring. We may also see more speculative activity in the stock market.

Source: Commerzbank Research

Source: Gavekal Research
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The rapid rebound in China’s economic activity was helpful for the stock market this year. (I guess when you create the
virus, it’s easier to bounce back. Sorry, I couldn’t resist.)

Source: Anastasios Avgeriou, BCA Research

Fund managers’ risk appetite is the highest since January of 2018 (after the US tax cut). Full FOMO?

Source: BofA Global Research
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Total equity sales have been impressive this year.

Source: @markets Read full article
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There were some large IPO deals.

Source: CNBC Read full article

At-the-market offerings hit a record high.

Source: @markets Read full article
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Banks performed well on Monday.
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Source: @markets Read full article

Cryptos pulled back from the highs, with Bitcoin continuing to trade as a risk asset (rather than “safehaven”). Ripple’s XRP sold off on a pending SEC lawsuit.
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The US Treasury is holding $1.6 trillion at the Fed. As it spends a portion of this capital on the new
$900 billion stimulus package, liquidity in the private sector will rise, boosting demand for short-term
rate assets. Will we see negative T-bill rates again?
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The dollar is significantly below its 200-day moving average. Will we see a rebound? (Everyone is
short, will we see a squeeze soon?)

Source: Bespoke Investment Group
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Flows into ESG funds hit a record this year.

Source: IIF

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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